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PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
Help the Earth rejuvenate;
Say No to Plastics.

Without plastic, all are fantastic, and you are majestic.
Without plastics, the world is a beautiful place to live in;
do your bit and say no to toxic products. We are together,
bound in a life cycle, to help save marine life from plastics.
We are transforming our lives and becoming an eternal
part of the environmental damage which started
comforting our lifestyles at the end of the day. However,
the later part of realization has come to a hard phase of life
putting our life in so many hazards. 
Plastic is an integral part of our life which is damaging our
environment so it’s better to say no to plastic.It is a
non-biodegradable substance that cannot be decomposed
thus it is hazardous to the ecosystem.On the one hand
plastic bags are convenient while, on the other hand, it is harmful
to the environment so we should avoid using plastic bags.
By saying no to plastic bags we can save the lives of manyBy saying no to plastic bags we can save the lives of many
animals who died due to the consumption of polyethylene.
Plastic gets mixed in the soil and decreases fertility of the soil.
So to maintain soil fertility it’s good to say no to plastic.
Plastic is the main cause of water pollution. So to save natural
resources from pollution we should stop using plastic.

If we start as an individual we may reach to a small extent to
enlarging our contribution to a larger extent in a huge amount
of time and determine to reach our set goal at a quick phase
with a  smaller but very extensive slogan :

“Say no to plastic – today and tomorrow”.



“

“ORANGE IS THE HAPPIEST COLOR”  and our Tiny tots in orange radiated
warmth and happiness. The children of Pre-Primary Section celebrated
Orange Day on 2nd Dec. with a sole objective to acquaint the little ones
with the concept of this secondary color and objects related to it. Our

little kids were dressed in shades of orange, shining brightly.
The children learnt various other things about the orange color

which also symbolizes enthusiasm, hope and prosperity The childrenwhich also symbolizes enthusiasm, hope and prosperity The children
were asked to bring oranges and carrots in the class on that day.

The children did interesting activities like origami carrots
related to this color. The color represents the health and

energy of our kids. It is a great learning activity that helps the
children understand the concept of secondary colors,

build language skills, inspire visual thinking,
and increase engagement. and increase engagement. 



“Meet me at the
farmer’s market” 

“Eat healthy and grow healthy” is the endeavor of the teachers
which was conducted on 7th Dec. for the pre primary to inculcate
healthy eating habits in these tiny tots. To make the activity
more realistic, PP2 students were sellers and PP1 students were
buyers. Parents were involved in buying the vegetables and fruits
to make the children understand that they are an essential

component of a healthy diet. A mock vegetable market was setcomponent of a healthy diet. A mock vegetable market was set
up in the school premises. Children got to know and explore
different kinds of fruits and vegetables in this activity. They
had great fun with fruit-and-vegetable-related activities
and other resources. AVIS offers the children the opportunity

to explore the broad range of knowledge and skills
that lay the right foundation for good progress .



 “ IMAGINATION is
more important
than KNOWLEDGE ”

 -- ALBERT EINSTEIN

Children are born with marvelous imaginations and a keen desire to explore
the world. AVIS encourage this in the tiny tots of pre primary and help them
to discover the beauty and wonder of everything around them Students of
Nursery ,PP1 , PP2  participated for a very special day of little scientist on
12th Dec.

Our champions exhibited various Science projects, models and fun activities.
Students exhibited their learning of concepts through experiments that
included models on different types like Air pressure, Oxygen , Gravitational
force ,Sink and Float and many more. Pears who visited the stalls were
thrilled to see simple models and experiments.

The working models prepared for science exhibition by our students
reflected their innovative ideas, creativity ,talent and  proved their efficiency.
The activity  was a joyful learning for the students who prepared the projects
as well as for those who visited, inquired and gained knowledge from them.



“The only way to learn mathematics
is to do mathematics”

National Mathematics Day is celebrated on 22nd December every year,
on the birth anniversary of one of the greatest Indian mathematicians,
Srinivasa Ramanujan. This day was announced by the former Prime Minister
of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh, in 2012. AVIS conducted a special assembly
on this day with students Grade 1, Grade 7 and Grade 9 dressed up as
famous mathematicians Mr Ramanujan, Mrs Shakuntala devi, etc.

Students of grade IX spoke about Srinivas Ramanujan  showcasing the
importance of this day followed by a speech by Math HOD on the
importance of celebrating math day every year. We together launched the
Theme of the year "Math for everyone"

As a part of a math week,  principal Mrs Vanaja and Vice principal
Mrs Rachana Singh inaugurated Math inter-house competition " 
Math-o-magician " and guided students about the importance of
Maths and week long activities



“Tis the season
to be jolly..”

Christmas is a time to gather with loved ones and friends. To share
and spread the joy of Christmas AVIS organized CHRISTMAS CARNIVAL
on 23rd  December 2022. Two events were organized
                            (i) for pre primary kids in the primary block
                            (ii) for classes I to X in the main block .

To keep up the festive spirit all the Students, and teachers  came to
school wearing beautiful dresses as per the festive theme in Red ,
Green and White. The school was decorated beautifully with glitter,
balloons and magnificent Christmas trees. At the entrance hall a crib,
christmas tree and snowman was set up. The crib area was really
very beautiful. All the parents were happily clicking pictures with
Santa Claus near the crib.Santa Claus near the crib.



The event started with a very secular inspirational speech by our
founder member Shri P.L.Srinivas followed by the blessings of the chief
guest Rt.Rev.Dr. Moses Ashivadham Bishop of St.Thomas Tamil
Cathedral, Secunderabad.

It was a day full of fun and pleasure , the tiny tots presented a skit on
the birth of Christ Jesus, a combination of Christmas song and dance
were performed, Christmas  Carols were sung by the students and staff.
One could easily notice the excitement of Christmas in the students’
eyes. A student dressed as Santa Claus paraded through the program
cheering and singing Christmas songs, handing out small gifts and
handshakes. Parents along with their kids participated in the fashionhandshakes. Parents along with their kids participated in the fashion
parade- walking the ramp . It was a special movement for them
twinning with their child.The carnival has  many other attractive
corners like Tattoo,  mehendi, nail art, Games like balloon blowing ,
Food Court with mouth watering healthy cuisine.

In the main block the events were equally enthusiastic with students
singing carols, Certificate distribution to the winners of various
completions, followed by a variety of dance performances.

Christmas is the happiest season of the year, and there are countless
things we can do to make it even happier for everyone. It promotes
peace and love among everyone By the end of the program, vote of
thanks was proposed by Ms.Rachana - Vice Principal and
wished everyone  a very “Happy Christmas”.



COMING UP EVENTS


